We show that the relativistic motion of a quantum system can be used to generate quantum gates. The nonuniform acceleration of a cavity is used to generate well-known two-mode quantum gates in continuous variables. Observable amounts of entanglement between the cavity modes are produced through resonances which appear by repeating periodically any trajectory.
Introduction. -Understanding how motion and gravity affect quantum information is a key feature in the implementation of new relativistic quantum technologies, including quantum cryptography and teleportation, in relativistic regimes and space-based scenarios that are currently under investigation [1] . Recent results in relativistic quantum information show that the non-uniform motion of a cavity creates entanglement between the cavity field modes [2, 3] . In this Letter we employ the moving cavity scenario to show that the relativistic motion of a quantum system can be used to implement quantum gates. The gates can be readily implemented experimentally thanks to cutting-edge technology in superconducting circuits where the relativistic motion of boundary conditions has been demonstrated [4] .
Finding suitable ways to store and process information in a quantum and relativistic setting is a main goal in the field of relativistic quantum information [5] . Moving cavities are good candidates to store information [6] [7] [8] since confined fields can be realized experimentally [9] and observers can directly access their states by means of local operations. When a cavity is accelerated for a finite time the cavity modes are affected by the motion. A mismatch between the vacua at different times gives rise to the creation of particles [10] which populate and entangle the modes.
We show that two-mode squeezing gates, which are paradigmatic gates in continuous variable systems [11] , can be produced when the cavity follows a trajectory which includes non-uniform acceleration. The amount of entanglement generated by the quantum gate can be enhanced through a resonance produced by repeating any trajectory periodically. The trajectory can be, for example, a return trip to Alpha Centauri or a short segment of uniform acceleration. We show analytically that for any pair of oddly separated modes it is possible to find a travel time where the entanglement produced by the quantum gate increases linearly with the number of repetitions. These resonances appear independently of the details of the trajectory though the amount of entanglement generated does depend on the trajectory itself. Our scheme is illustrated in Fig. 1 .
We present a class of sample travel scenarios in which the generated entanglement can be expressed analytically in terms of the magnitude and direction of the acceleration. This class includes the sinusoidal motion that is often considered in the dynamical Casimir effect literature [12] .
In brief, our main contribution is to implement quantum processing gates in in relativistic quantum field theory. This is a step beyond the various proposed nonrelativistic implementations of continuous variable quantum gates [11, 13, 14] .
Setup. -We consider a real scalar field φ of mass m contained within a cavity in (1 + 1)-dimensional spacetime. Boundary conditions are imposed such that the field vanishes at the cavity walls. The massless field can be treated as a special case of our study and the effect of additional transverse dimensions can be included as a positive contribution to the mass. The cavity follows a worldtube which is composed of segments of inertial and uniformly accelerated motion. We will start by describing the field within the cavity during such segments as seen by a comoving observer.
During segments of inertial motion, we use Minkowski coordinates (t, x) to describe our system. The cavity walls are placed at x = x A and x = x B where 0 < x A < x B , so that L = x B − x A is the length of the cavity. The positive frequency mode functions with respect to the time translation Killing vector ∂ t are:
where ω k = (kπ/L) 2 + m 2 are the Minkowski frequencies and k ∈ N (we set c = = 1). We employ Rindler coordinates (τ, χ) to describe the field during segments of uniformly accelerated motion. The transformations between Rindler and Minkowski coordinates are χ = √ x 2 − t 2 and τ = (1/a) atanh(t/x), where a > 0. A uniformly accelerated observer comoving with the cavity follows the boost Killing vector field ∂ η = x∂ t + t∂ x which in Rindler coordinates takes the form ∂ η = (1/a)∂ τ . The cavity walls are placed at χ = x A and χ = x B and the proper time and acceleration at the centre of the cavity are given by τ and a = 2/(x B + x A ), respectively.
The solutions φ R k (τ, χ) to the Klein-Gordon equation that are of positive frequency with respect to ∂ η can be expressed in terms of modified Bessel functions [15, 16] . The Rindler frequencies are Ω k > 0 and are determined by φ R k (τ, x B ) = 0. In the massless case the mode functions and the frequencies reduce to simple expressions [6] .
The quantized field operators are given by
. during segments of inertial and accelerated motion, respectively. The Minkowski and Rindler annihilation and creation operators obey the standard commutation relations a k , a † l = δ kl and A k , A † l = δ kl . We will work in the covariance matrix formalism which is applicable to systems consisting of a discrete number of bosonic modes as long as the analysis is restricted to Gaussian states. In this framework the state of the system is entirely described by its first and second moments [17, 18] . The evolution of the state is given by a similarity transformation S T p ∆S where S is the symplectic representation of the evolution and ∆ is the covariance matrix encoding all information pertinent to the state. T p denotes matrix transposition.
Travel scenario techniques. -Changes from inertial to accelerated motion and vice versa are implemented by the action of Bogolubov transformations. Consider that at t = 0 a cavity initially at rest begins to accelerate. The inertial and accelerated cavity modes are related by the Bogolubov transformation φ
where the star denotes complex conjugation and the Bogolubov coefficients α kl and β kl can be evaluated by taking Klein-Gordon inner products of the two sets of modes at t = 0 [10, 19, 20] .
We employ a perturbation expansion of the Bogolubov coefficients such that α = I + hα
where h = aL is a small dimensionless expansion parameter [6, 7] . For cavities of typical laboratory sizes, the small h regime can accommodate extremely large accelerations. There are no restrictions on the duration, covered distance, or the achieved velocity of the motion.
During the segments of inertial or accelerated motion the modes undergo free evolution which induces phase rotations on the state of the form
where R(θ i ) is the standard 2 × 2 rotation matrix of angle θ i . The angles are given by θ k = ω k t during coasting segments and θ k = Ω k τ during acceleration. The Rindler and Minkowski frequencies coincide to first or-
. We construct the cavity trajectories by composing these basic transformations. The field modes of a cavity initially at rest and the modes after any travel scenario are related through general Bogolubov transformations. In the covariance matrix formalism, transformations are represented the symplectic matrix S, which can be decomposed into 2 × 2 blocks s kk of the form
where A kk and B kk are Bogolubov coefficients associated with the whole trajectory [3] . In the case of a cavity initially at rest that begins to uniformly accelerate at t = 0 the symplectic matrix, which we denote by V, corresponds to A kk = α kk and B kk = β kk . When the Bogolubov coefficients β kk are non-vanishing there is particle creation and the cavity modes become entangled according to a comoving observer. The basic building block trajectory that corresponds to inertial-uniformly accelerated-inertial motion is implemented by the action of the symplectic matrix S B = V −1 (h)U (τ )V(h). The entanglement generated between the cavity modes after a single basic building block trajectory has been analyzed in [3] and found to be very small.
We are interested in trajectories that generate entangling quantum gates. In particular, we will show that the entanglement growth can be made cumulative by repeating trajectory segments that may individually contain any number of sub-segments of constant accelera-tion. We assume the accelerations of the sub-segments to be of the form a i = s i a where a is the largest acceleration and s i < 1. Assuming that h = aL 1, the Bogolubov coefficients can be expanded to first order in h as A kk = G k δ kk + A (1) kk and B kk = B (1) kk , where the superscript (1) denotes a quantity that is of first order in h, G k = e iω k T are the phases acquired by the state during segments of free evolution, and T denotes the total proper time of the segment. Taking the cavity to be initially in the vacuum state, we find that the reduced state of modes k and k after an N -segment trajectory is
where
Two mode entangling gates. -We now show that the transformation S N kk corresponds to a two mode entangling gate known as the two mode squeezer. We find that
where the 2 × 2 matrix E
N is a function of the first order alpha and beta coefficients only. This state is pure, bipartite and symmetric [21] , and it has the form σ N = R T p Z T p ZR of a generalized squeezed state. The symplectic matrix is hence a two-mode squeezing gate, S N kk = ZR, where the 4 × 4 rotation matrix R = R(ψ k ) ⊕ R(ψ k ) is a local operation, Z(r) = cosh r1 sinh rσ z sinh rσ z cosh r1 , and σ x , σ y , σ z denote the Pauli matrices. The squeezing parameter r is proportional to h, so that |r| 1. The entanglement produced by the gate will be quantified in the next section. We will in particular show that the the entanglement grows linearly in the number of repetitions in periodic motion.
The entangling power of the quantum gates. -A lower bound on the entanglement generated by the quantum gate is can be found by calculating the smallest positive symplectic eigenvalueν N of the partial transposed statẽ σ N = P σ N P [18] where P = diag(1, 1, 1, −1) [22] . The symplectic eigenvalues are the eigenvalues of the matrix iΩσ N , where the symplectic form Ω is for us given by Ω = −iσ y ⊕ σ y . This will bound a family of entanglement monotones based on the positive partial transpose criterion [23] , including the logarithmic negativity, all of which are are monotonic functions ofν N .
When the commutator [S is the first order correction to the beta coefficients B kk of the segment [3] . A lower bound on the entanglement generated at after N segment repetitions is hence given by the logarithmic negativity, E N = N B (1) kk . The commutator for an arbitrary segment, to first order in h, is S 
We emphasize that T n does not depend on the details of the travel scenario; however, the total amount of entanglement generated E N = N B
( 1) kk does depend on the specifics of the trajectory thorough the Bogolubov coefficient. We further find that the average number of excitations N k in a cavity mode at resonance is proportional toν (1) N . Sample travel scenario. -We now specialize to a segment in which the cavity travels with proper acceleration a = h/L for proper time τ , coasts for proper time t, travels with proper acceleration (in either the same or opposite direction) a = h /L for proper time τ and finally coasts for proper time t. The total proper time of the segment is T n = 2(τ + t) and the symplectic transformation is
The first order correction to the beta Bogolubov coefficient has the modulus
, and = 1 (respectively = −1) when the two accelerations have the same (opposite) direction. Specializing to a massless field, we have c kk =
. At the resonance (3), the logarithmic negativity is given by
Note that E N vanishes when n is even and the time of coasting is t = 2πm/(ω k + ω k ) and when n is odd and t = (2m + 1)π/(ω k + ω k ) with m ∈ N. Taking the accelerations to have equal magnitude (y = 1), a maximal amount of entanglement is generated for accelerations in the same direction when n is even and t = π(2m + 1)/(ω k + ω k ), and for accelerations in opposite directions when n is odd and t = 2πm/(ω k + ω k ). These maxima are evident in Fig. 2 where we plotν Interestingly, the special case of sinusoidal motion corresponds to the standard dynamical Casimir setting where the cavity oscillates periodically as a whole. A resonant enhancement of particle creation occurs in the dynamical Casimir effect [12] which was recently demonstrated in the laboratory in a superconducting circuit consisting of a coplanar transmission line with a tunable electrical length which produces an effective moving boundary [4] . In this setup it is possible to introduce a second boundary condition which, together with the first one, is modulated in such way that the system resembles a moving cavity of constant length from the perspective of a comoving observer. Furthermore, the onset of sudden accelerations has already been achieved in this system. Therefore, this setup is suitable to implement relativistic quantum gates experimentally. In addition, in realistic scenarios cavity losses play an important role [9] . We are currently investigating the loss of entanglement due to decoherence and the effects on quantum gates in the relativistic scenario considered here. We anticipate that the results will be similar to the non-relativistic case. Decoherence will degrade entanglement and quantum gates will be therefore imperfect.
Via the equivalence principle our results suggest that changes of the gravitational field can produce entanglement and quantum gates. For example, consider a small cavity containing a bosonic field in its vacuum state freely falling in the presence of a gravitational field [24] . Entanglement between the modes is generated by suddenly holding the cavity at a fixed position against the action of the gravitational field. If the cavity's position changes periodically or the gravitational field fluctuates, the entanglement can be enhanced. Quantifying entanglement in situations where motion or gravitation have a significant role can also provide guidance for theories about the microscopic structure of spacetime, via the HawkingUnruh effect and its connections to thermodynamics and statistical mechanics [26, 27] .
Discussion. -We have introduced a scheme for implementing quantum processing gates in relativistic quantum field theory. The relativistic non-uniform motion of a cavity is employed to generate paradigmatic two-mode quantum gates which produce observable amounts of entanglement. The gates can be implemented experimentally thanks to a recent breakthrough in superconducting circuits where the relativistic motion of a boundary condition was demonstrated recently [4] . Finding ways to create significant amounts of entanglement in relativistic settings is of great interest since entanglement is necessary for quantum communications and information processing [25] . Recent studies in relativistic quantum information show that small amounts of mode entanglement are created when a cavity undergoes non-uniform motion. [6, 7] . We show that particle creation and bipartite mode entanglement can be linearly enhanced by repeating periodically any trajectory.
Note added.
-After completion of this work, the generation of single qubit rotations by relativistic motion was analysed in [28] .
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